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(57) An imaging device (12) for capturing images
from a surrounding of a motor vehicle comprises a lens
objective (13) having a longitudinal axis A and an image
sensor (15) adapted to convert incident light into an elec-

trical signal containing image data and having a sensitive
plane. The image sensor (15) is arranged with a non-zero
tilt angle α relative to the lens objective axis A.
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Description

[0001] The invention relates to an imaging device for
capturing images from a surrounding of a motor vehicle,
said imaging device comprising a lens objective having
a longitudinal axis and an image sensor adapted to con-
vert incident light into an electrical signal containing im-
age data and having a sensitive plane.
[0002] Such imaging devices are known, see for ex-
ample US 2007 0165967 A1, and usually have a large
field of view for imaging both the road surface in the lower
image region as well as far away objects extending above
ground, including moving objects like other vehicles and
pedestrians and static objects like traffic lights, traffic
signs, buildings, trees etc. Due to the large field of view
extending over a large depth range it is challenging to
provide a sharp image in all parts of the image.
[0003] The object of the invention is to provide an im-
aging device having an improved depth of field or effec-
tive focus range, in order to focus simultaneously on ob-
jects in relatively close distance and on objects at a long
range simultaneously with a lens objective having fixed
focal distance.
[0004] The invention solves this object with the fea-
tures of the independent claims.
[0005] By arranging the image sensor with a non-zero
tilt angle α relative to the lens objective axis A the Depth
of Field (DoF) or the (effective) focus range can be opti-
mized for all parts of the image, and in particular both for
far away objects usually present in an upper image region
as well as closer objects, like the road surface, usually
present in a lower image region. Therefore, according to
the invention the average sharpness and the average
image quality can be improved and the reliability of the
vision system enhanced.
[0006] Close objects of interest are for example road
lane markings or road surface unevenness features, like
pot holes or speed bumps. These objects are usually
found in the lower portion of the image captured by the
imaging device, like camera. Objects further away may
for example be traffic signs, traffic lights, etc. These ob-
jects are usually found in the upper portion of the image.
By tilting the image sensor array relative to the lens ar-
rangement, the focus can be optimized in both close and
long distance.
[0007] In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the
image sensor is tilted away from the lens objective in an
upper region of the image sensor. This feature acknowl-
edges the fact that, as mentioned above, far away objects
are usually present in an upper image region while closer
objects, like the road surface, are usually present in a
lower image region.
[0008] The tilt angle of the image sensor is preferably
at least 0.0001 rad or 0.006 degree relative to the lens
objective axis, more preferably at least 0.0003 rad. Fur-
thermore, the tilt angle of the image sensor is preferably
at most 0.01 rad relative to the lens objective axis, more
preferably at most 0.003 rad. Altogether, the tilt angle is

preferably in the range between 0.0003 to 0.003 rad rel-
ative to the lens objective axis, more preferably between
0.0006 to 0.002 rad, and most preferably approximately
0.001 rad. In the above preferred embodiments, although
the tilt angle is comparatively very small, nevertheless a
significant DoF improvement can be achieved. The tilt
angle is advantageously restricted to values which allow
to match a pre-set maximum focal depth or image plane
depth, which may be for example about 10 microns.
[0009] In the following the invention shall be illustrated
on the basis of preferred embodiments with reference to
the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of a vision system;
and

Fig. 2 shows an imaging device according to the in-
vention.

[0010] The vision system 10 is mounted in a motor ve-
hicle and comprises an imaging apparatus 11 for captur-
ing images of a region surrounding the motor vehicle, for
example a region in front of the motor vehicle. The im-
aging apparatus 11 comprises one or more optical im-
aging devices 12, in particular cameras, preferably op-
erating in the visible and/or infrared wavelength range,
where infrared covers near IR with wavelengths below 5
microns and/or far IR with wavelengths beyond 5 mi-
crons. In some embodiments the imaging apparatus 11
comprises a plurality imaging devices 12 in particular
forming a stereo imaging apparatus 11. In other embod-
iments only one imaging device 12 forming a mono im-
aging apparatus 11 can be used.
[0011] The imaging apparatus 11 is coupled to a data
processing device 14 adapted to process the image data
received from the imaging apparatus 11. The data
processing device 14 is preferably a digital device which
is programmed or programmable and preferably com-
prises a microprocessor, microcontroller a digital signal
processor (DSP), and/or a microprocessor part in a Sys-
tem-On-Chip (SoC) device, and preferably has access
to, or comprises, a data memory 25. The data processing
device 14 may comprise a dedicated hardware device,
like a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) or an Ap-
plication Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), or an FPGA
and/or ASIC part in a System-On-Chip (SoC) device, for
performing certain functions, for example controlling the
capture of images by the imaging apparatus 11, receiving
the electrical signal containing the image information
from the imaging apparatus 11, rectifying or warping pairs
of left/right images into alignment and/or creating dispar-
ity or depth images. The data processing device 14, or
part of its functions, can be realized by a System-On-
Chip (SoC) device comprising, for example, FPGA, DSP,
ARM and/or microprocessor functionality. The data
processing device 14 and the memory device 25 are pref-
erably realised in an on-board electronic control unit
(ECU) and may be connected to the imaging apparatus
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11 via a separate cable or a vehicle data bus. In another
embodiment the ECU and one or more of the imaging
devices 12 can be integrated into a single unit, where a
one box solution including the ECU and all imaging de-
vices 12 can be preferred. All steps from imaging, image
processing to possible activation or control of driver as-
sistance device 18 are performed automatically and con-
tinuously during driving in real time.
[0012] Image and data processing carried out in the
processing device 14 advantageously comprises identi-
fying and preferably also classifying possible objects (ob-
ject candidates) in front of the motor vehicle, such as
pedestrians, other vehicles, bicyclists and/or large ani-
mals, tracking over time the position of objects or object
candidates identified in the captured images, and acti-
vating or controlling at least one driver assistance device
18 depending on an estimation performed with respect
to a tracked object, for example on an estimated collision
probability. The driver assistance device 18 may in par-
ticular comprise a display device to display information
relating to a detected object. However, the invention is
not limited to a display device. The driver assistance de-
vice 18 may in addition or alternatively comprise a warn-
ing device adapted to provide a collision warning to the
driver by suitable optical, acoustical and/or haptic warn-
ing signals; one or more restraint systems such as occu-
pant airbags or safety belt tensioners, pedestrian air-
bags, hood lifters and the like; and/or dynamic vehicle
control systems such as braking or steering control de-
vices.
[0013] As shown in Figure 2, the at least one imaging
device 12 comprises an images sensor 15 and a lens
objective 13 comprising one or more optical elements, in
particular lenses, and having a fixed, non-varying focal
distance. Light or radiation from objects outside the ve-
hicle passes through the lens objective 13 and is fo-
cussed by the lens objective 13 onto an image plane
approximately coinciding with a sensitive plane of the
image sensor 15. The image sensor 15 converts the in-
cident light into an electrical signal containing the image
data. The lens objective 13 has an optical axis A which
is usually defined by the central axis of the optical ele-
ments in the lens objective 13. The image sensor 15 is
preferably rectangular and preferably has an upper edge,
a lower edge and two side edges in the mounted state
of the imaging device 12.
[0014] Figure 2 shows a horizontal plane B through the
central point P of the entrance face of the lens objective
13. In the point P the optical axis A of the lens objective
13 and the horizontal plane B intersect. The imaging de-
vice 12 may be arranged horizontally such that the optical
axis A lies in the horizontal plane B, but this is not nec-
essarily the case. In any case, the imaging device 12 is
arranged such that both the road surface 16 in the low
environment as well as far away objects extending above
ground, here a tree 17, can be imaged by the imaging
device 12. In other words, both light rays 19 originating
from sources 18 above the horizontal plane B, and thus

declining towards the lens objective 13, as well as light
rays 20 originating from sources 21 below the horizontal
plane B, and thus raising towards the lens objective 13,
can fall into the lens objective 13 and be captured by the
image sensor 12.
[0015] Conventionally the image sensor 15, or the sen-
sitive plane thereof, is arranged normal or perpendicu-
larly to the optical axis A of the lens objective 13. Accord-
ing to the present invention, the image sensor 15, or the
sensitive plane thereof, is tilted relative to the optical axis
A of the lens objective 13, namely around a horizontal
axis oriented perpendicularly to the optical axis A of the
lens objective 13.
[0016] As seen in Figure 2, the sensitive plane of the
image sensor 15 is preferably tilted away from the lens
objective 13 in an upper region and, more specifically, at
an upper edge of the image sensor. In other words, the
distance of the image sensor 15 to the lens objective is
larger at its upper edge than at a central horizontal line
intersected by the optical axis A, and lower at its lower
edge than at the central horizontal line. In this manner,
the imaging quality of far-away objects above the hori-
zontal plane B and closer objects below the horizontal
plane B can be improved.
[0017] The tilt angle of the sensitive plane of the image
sensor 15 is preferably at least 0.0001 rad or 0.006 de-
gree relative to the lens objective axis A, more preferably
at least 0.0003 rad. Furthermore, the tilt angle of the sen-
sitive plane of the image sensor 15 is preferably at most
0.01 rad relative to the lens objective axis, more prefer-
ably at most 0.003 rad. Altogether, the sensitive plane of
the image sensor 15 is preferably tilted in the range be-
tween 0.0003 to 0.003 rad relative to the lens objective
axis, more preferably between 0.0006 to 0.002 rad, most
preferably approximately 0.001 rad.

Claims

1. An imaging device (12) for capturing images from a
surrounding of a motor vehicle, said imaging device
(12) comprising a lens objective (13) having a longi-
tudinal axis A and an image sensor (15) adapted to
convert incident light into an electrical signal contain-
ing image data and having a sensitive plane, char-
acterized in that the image sensor (15) is arranged
with a non-zero tilt angle α relative to the lens objec-
tive axis A.

2. The imaging device as claimed in claim 1, charac-
terized in that the image sensor (15) is tilted away
from the lens objective (13) in an upper region of the
image sensor (15).

3. The imaging device as claimed in claim 1, charac-
terized in that the tilt angle α is at least 0.0001 rad.

4. The imaging device as claimed in any one of the
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preceding claims, characterized in that the tilt angle
α is at most 1 degree.

5. The imaging device as claimed in any one of the
preceding claims, characterized in that the tilt angle
α is in the range between 0.0003 to 0.003 rad.

6. The imaging device as claimed in any one of the
preceding claims, characterized in that tilt angle α
is restricted to values which allow to match a pre-set
maximum focal depth or image plane depth.

7. A vision system for a motor vehicle, comprising at
least one imaging device (12) as claimed in any one
of the preceding claims, and a processing device
(14) adapted to perform image processing of images
captured by said at least one imaging device (12) in
order to detect objects in the surrounding of a motor
vehicle.

8. A motor vehicle comprising at least one imaging de-
vice (12) as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the imaging device
(12) is mounted in the motor vehicle such that the
image sensor (15) is tilted away from the lens objec-
tive (13) in an upper region of the image sensor (15).

9. The motor vehicle as claimed claim 8, characterized
in that the imaging device (12) is mounted in the
motor vehicle such that the imaging device (12) is
adapted to capture light both from above and below
a horizontal plane B through a central entrance point
P of the lens objective (13).

10. A method of mounting an imaging device (12) as
claimed in any one of claims 1 to 6 in a motor vehicle,
characterized by in mounting the imaging device
(12) in the motor vehicle such that the image sensor
(15) is tilted away from the lens objective (13) in an
upper region of the image sensor (13).
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